CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents background of research, statement of problem, purpose and significance of research, definition of key terms, and organization of writing.

1.1 Background of Research

Communication is one of the activities used by human being in everyday life. People communicate to create close connection to each other in all aspects and in the same language. However, not all people succeed in establishing communication if their mother languages are different from one to another. It means that they are not able to catch the meaning of what another speaker from another country said. As a result, partly people regard it as an obstacle which is caused by limitation in understanding communication which is committed in different language.

Meaning in communication conveyed by a speaker in a language would be different when its meaning is received by another speaker whose background of language and culture is not the same. Consequently, each confuse with messages delivered by a speaker since because another speaker from another place has a different language rule particularly in terms of grammatical structures, vocabularies, and spellings. Hence, one way that overcomes this matter is through translation.